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STUKAS ROUTED IN DESERT "HIDE END SEEK" FIGHT

Fighting in and out of clouds, using them as cover or As ambush just as

A jungle fighter would use trees, Allied pilots yesterday smashed up o large

enemy formation of StukA dive bombers escorted by Messerschmitt lo9s,

The combat, which lasted for about a quarter of an hour, was at such n

pace, and vision was so obscured by cloud that most of the pilots were unable

to see what happened to the enemy aircraft they attacked.

".Then they came home they claimed one enemy aircraft as definitely destroyed.

Then a • phone call was received from the only pilot shot down. He had

crash-landed safely among our own troops and he reported that not one but five

enemy aircraft lay in pieces on the ground. He had walked round and counted

them#

The two most successful pilots were a South African from Eshowe, Zululand,

and an Australian from Sydney#

"Ho saw Stukas down below us", said the South African, "and dived on them#

I hit one, and must have damaged it.

"Then I went after a second., came close up and I think I must have killed

the rear-gunner with my first burst, for there was no reply to my fire.

"The Stuka pilot, however, was very much alive. Although I kept on firing

and saw my ammunition striking his fuselage, he dived away with his aircraft

still under control, but black smoke was coming from it.

"Then two Messerschmitts attacked me, I nipped into a. cloud, came through

it, saw four more Messerschmitts, had a burst at one of them and again went into

cloud."

The Australian’s story was similar. He dived on the Stukas, saw one burst

into flames in mid-air and another belch black smoke.

Then he too, was attacked, and took refuge in cloud

Ho came out again, had another burst at a Stuka, was again attacked and

_<mt into a cloud.

In this hide-and-seek fight, our only loss was the aircraft which had. to

make a forced landing on our side of the lines.


